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An Italian construction company has won a commercial arbitration over a Libyan hospital project disrupted by the country’s civil war after
successfully applying to a court at the arbitral seat in Benghazi for the default appointment of the respondent’s arbitrator.

Italy’s Gemmo obtained the €5.98 million award in February this year against Libyan-registered Peaktrade Holdings, also known as Libyan European
Hospital (LEH). The ad hoc arbitration was conducted in English and governed by the Libyan Code of Civil and Commercial Procedure of 1953.

The claimant retained Withers in London and Milan and London-based Libyan lawyer Ali Abudesdra. LEH did not participate in the proceedings
and had no representation.

Gemmo brought the claim in 2015 to recover €7.12 million for work it had carried out on a project to build a 25,000 square-metre hospital complex in
Benghazi. The claimant appointed Egyptian arbitrator Mohamed S Abdel Wahab of Zulficar & Partners in Cairo as its arbitrator.

After LEH failed to nominate an arbitrator, Gemmo applied to a local Libyan court, the East Benghazi Court of First Instance, to appoint one on the
respondent’s behalf. After multiple chasers by Gemmo, the court eventually appointed Libyan Fathi Ageila of the House of Experience Law Firm in
Benghazi in September 2017, two years after the notice of dispute had been issued.

Abdel Wahab and Ageila then jointly nominated Swiss arbitrator Rabab Yasseen of Mentha Avocats in Geneva as president. The tribunal
subsequently determined that the seat of the arbitration was Benghazi.

The tribunal concluded there was no need for hearings and all submissions were made by the claimants electronically, with the arbitrators
communicating through conference calls. It rendered its award within three months of being constituted, as it was required to do under Libyan
procedural law.

The award has since been registered for enforcement by the Benghazi court.

“This case illustrates the advantages, including flexibility and efficacy, of arbitration to resolve international investment project disputes – even or
perhaps especially in jurisdictions facing legal and practical challenges,” says Withers partner Hussein Haeri in London.

Gemmo entered into a set of contracts with LEH in 2007 to carry out work on the hospital project. The contracts were governed by Libyan and Swiss
law.

Work got underway but LEH fell behind on its payment obligations, leading the parties to conclude several memoranda of understanding in 2010.
After LEH continued to default, Gemmo suspended work on the project and left the construction site in July of that year – six months before the
outbreak of the Libyan civil war.

Gemmo sought to resume working on the project in 2013 but said it found LEH had assigned the work to a third party, which allegedly carried on
using equipment and materials left behind by the Italian company.

Benghazi, Wikimedia Commons

http://whoswholegal.com/profiles/58520/0/abdel-wahab/mohamed-s-abdel-wahab/
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In its award, the tribunal upheld claims by Gemmo for breach of contract and unpaid invoices. However, it denied a €600,000 claim for prolongation
costs caused by LEH, finding it was not stipulated in one of the MOUs as Gemmo had claimed.

The tribunal also dismissed some of Gemmo’s claims for equipment and materials, finding they were in the Italian company’s possession and “not
specific enough to the project.”

It found that Gemmo should be compensated for the loss incurred for subcontractors, design costs, site costs, and branch costs as LEH told Gemmo in
the July 2010 MOU that construction works should “proceed as normal”.

The tribunal also ordered LEH to pay the arbitration costs of €150,000 as well as Gemmo’s legal fees of €185,036.

Peaktrade’s ultimate ownership is unclear. According to the LEH website, it has “partners with family ties to Libya” and enjoys “tremendous support”
from the Libyan government. German healthcare management firm EPOS had been assigned to manage the hospital, but according to EPOS’s website
the German firm ceased to be involved in the project in 2013. 

Libya has been beleaguered by civil war since the fall of longtime dictator Muamar Gaddafi in 2011, with rival groups and warlords contending for
control of the country. Fighting has also caused airports to be closed, while borders with neighbouring states are frequently blocked.
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